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Proteins endocytosed from serum are degraded in the lysosomes.
However, serum albumin (SA) and IgG, through its Fc part, bind to
the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) at low pH in the endosome after
endocytosis, and are transported back to the cellular surface,
where they are released into the bloodstream, resulting in an
extended serum circulation time. Association with Fc or SA has
been used to prolong the in vivo half-life of biopharmaceuticals,
using the interaction with FcRn to improve treatment regimens.
This has been achieved either directly, by fusion or conjugation to
Fc or SA, or indirectly, using SA-binding proteins. The present work
takes this principle one step further, presenting small affinity
proteins that bind directly to FcRn, mediating extension of the
serum half-life of fused biomolecules. Phage display technology
was used to select affibody molecules that can bind to FcRn in the
pH-dependent manner required for rescue by FcRn. The biophys-
ical and binding properties were characterized in vitro, and the
affibody molecules were found to bind to FcRn more strongly at
low pH than at neutral pH. Attachment of the affibody molecules
to a recombinant protein, already engineered for increased half-
life, resulted in a nearly threefold longer half-life in mice. These
tags should have general use as fusion partners to biopharma-
ceuticals to extend their half-lives in vivo.

affibody molecule | neonatal Fc receptor | ABD |
albumin-binding domain | pharmacokinetics

The use of many proteins and peptides as drugs is hampered by
their relatively short plasma half-life (1), and several methods

of achieving half-life extension have been investigated (2). For
peptides and smaller proteins, a common approach is to attach
polymers, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), which increase hy-
drodynamic radius and extend half-life by decreasing kidney fil-
tration rate (3–5). Another approach is to directly or indirectly use
IgG or serum albumin (SA) for half-life extension. Both of these
abundant blood proteins have an unusually long biological half-
life, because they are rescued from lysosomal degradation by the
neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) (6–11).
FcRn is a heterodimeric protein residing primarily in the

endosomal compartments of cells of the vascular endothelia and
cells of hematopoietic origin (7). One of its functions is to rescue
endocytosed IgG and SA from lysosomal degradation by binding
in the endosomes, where the pH is below 6.5 (12). Subsequently,
the ligand–receptor complex is transported back to the plasma
membrane via recycling endosomes, followed by release of IgG
and SA as the pH increases to above 7.
Expression of biopharmaceutical proteins as a genetic fu-

sion with the Fc part of IgG molecules, SA, or fragments of
SA provides a direct approach for utilization of the FcRn-
mediated rescue mechanism (13), whereas fusion with a SA-
binding protein provides an indirect approach (14). Several
Fc-fused biopharmaceuticals have been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration (15), and numerous SA-fused and

SA-binding protein-fused biopharmaceuticals are in clinical
development.
Both Fc-fusion proteins and SA-fusion proteins are large and

complex and generally require an eukaryotic host cell for pro-
duction. Additionally, wild-type Fc also has natural effector
functions, including triggering of ADCC and binding to other Fc
receptors, which might be undesired in some situations. Thus, it
would be desirable to have smaller and simpler fusion partners
that preferably can be produced in less complex hosts and with
only the desired half-life extension functionality. Several SA-
binding proteins, including the albumin-binding protein domain
GA148-GA3 from streptococcal protein G (an ABD) (16), are
small and simple and may be produced in bacterial hosts, such as
Escherichia coli. However, one limitation of using SA or SA-
binding proteins is that they rely on the SA–FcRn interaction,
which is relatively weak. A peptide that binds directly to FcRn
with independent folding and that does not require an eukaryotic
host for production could be superior.
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether it is

possible to generate small affinity proteins, so-called affibody
molecules, to interact directly with FcRn in a pH-dependent
fashion, similar to the interactions between FcRn and IgG or SA.
Such affinity proteins could serve as fusion tags for extending
the in vivo half-life of biopharmaceuticals, and might have
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complementary or even additive effects on the pharmacokinetic
profile compared with currently used strategies.
Affibody molecules are a class of small affinity proteins,

consisting of only 58 amino acids, with no cysteine residues in
their framework (17). They can be efficiently produced recom-
binantly in bacteria and, as demonstrated in previous studies,
their small size and independent folding allow straightforward
fusion with other proteins or peptides with minimal effects on
the inherent properties of the fusion partner (18). Moreover,
their generally high thermostability and stability to proteolysis
might be advantageous in vivo compared with unstructured
peptides. In addition, clinical data support the functionality
of affibody molecules in humans (19). Taken together, these
characteristics suggest that affibody molecules might be suit-
able fusion tags for biopharmaceuticals.
In the present work, several affibody molecules with desired

pH-dependent binding to FcRn were generated by selection
from a combinatorial library displayed on phage. Three candi-
dates were evaluated in vivo, showing significant half-life ex-
tension of a recombinant protein already engineered for in-
creased half-life by indirect binding to FcRn via SA.

Results
Selection of Affibody Molecules to FcRn. Affibody molecules inter-
acting with the ectodomain of human FcRn (hFcRnECD) (20) were
selected by biopanning from a library displayed on phage. The li-
brary was constructed essentially as described previously (21, 22),
with equal representation of all amino acids, except that cysteines
and prolines were omitted in the randomized positions. Selection
was performed in four parallel tracks of four rounds each, with
increased washing after binding and decreased amounts of target
protein in later rounds (Table S1). For all tracks, the library was
allowed to interact with hFcRnECD at pH 5.5. The tracks differed
in elution conditions (pH 2.2 or 8.0) and in the presence or absence
of human SA (HSA), which was added to prevent the selection of
variants interacting with the HSA-binding site on hFcRn. The ra-
tionale was that there likely will be much competition for this site in
vivo owing to the very high serum level of HSA.
After selection, an initial screen of enriched clones revealed

that a majority could interact with hFcRnECD at pH ≤ 6.0;
however, several of those were found to interact with the β2m
part of the receptor. These clones were excluded from further
work, because this interaction might lead to off-target binding to
MHC class I, another heterodimeric receptor containing β2m.
The variants were clustered using a nearest-neighbor algorithm.
Analysis of the results from the initial screen together with the
clustering results identified four related variants that did not
interact with β2m and had the desired pH-dependent binding
profile that would be required for FcRn-mediated rescue. These
variants appeared only in selection tracks in which HSA was
included. Thus, another 930 clones from these two tracks were
analyzed, resulting in 12 additional related but unique variants.

ELISA-Based Screening of Selected Variants. The 16 variants were
expressed as fusions to an ABD, followed by an ELISA analysis
demonstrating that all could interact with hFcRnECD at pH 6.0
(Fig. 1A). All variants showed drastically reduced binding when
the assay was performed at pH 7.4 (Fig. 1B). The data presented
in Fig. 1 were used to rank the affibody molecules’ affinities for
FcRn at pH 6.0 and 7.4. The affibody molecules with the highest
affinities at pH 6.0 were ZFcRn_2, ZFcRn_16, ZFcRn_5, and ZFcRn_4,
with ZFcRn_2 and ZFcRn_16 exhibiting similar profiles. At pH 7.4,
ZFcRn_2, ZFcRn_5, and ZFcRn_16 were the strongest binders, with
ZFcRn_5 and ZFcRn_16 showing similar binding profiles. All var-
iants had a substantially lower affinity for hFcRnECD at pH 7.4
than at pH 6.0.
Based on the foregoing results, ZFcRn_2 and ZFcRn_16 were

chosen for further investigation, because they had the highest

affinity at pH 6.0. ZFcRn_4 was also included in further studies,
because the difference in affinity between pH 6.0 and pH 7.4
appeared to be large, which could prove advantageous for its
ability to be recycled by FcRn; that is, it would be efficiently
captured in the endosomes and efficiently released after recy-
cling when encountering pH 7.4.
Further ELISA analysis of the 16 variants revealed no mea-

surable affinity for human β2m or for a control protein (human
polyclonal IgG) at pH 6.0 or 7.4 (Fig. S1). Therefore, it is likely
that they interact solely with the α-chain of hFcRn or with both
chains in a manner requiring the presence of the α-chain. The
absence of binding to polyclonal human IgG indicates that these
binders do not nonspecifically interact with proteins in general.

Binding of Selected Affibody Variants to FcRn. ZFcRn_4, ZFcRn_16,
and ZFcRn_2 were subcloned and produced with an N-terminal
His6 tag. The affinity between the affibody molecules and human
and murine FcRnECD were determined by biosensor analysis
(Table 1). The affinities for all three variants against both
receptors were considerably higher at pH 6.0 than at pH 7.4. In
addition, the off-rates at pH 6.0 and pH 7.4 were compared by
biosensor analysis. The affibody molecules were injected at
pH 6.0 over a flow cell with immobilized hFcRnECD, followed by
injection of buffer at pH 6.0 or 7.4. All three variants displayed
considerably faster off-rates at pH 7.4 than at pH 6.0 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. ELISA analysis of the interaction between the selected affibody
molecules and hFcRnECD. An anti-ABD antibody was immobilized in the
bottom of the wells and used to capture the affibody-ABD fusion proteins. A
dilution series of biotinylated hFcRnECD was added to the wells at pH 6.0 (A)
or 7.4 (B), followed by development of the ELISA by the addition of HRP-
conjugated streptavidin and 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate.
The x-axis corresponds to the amount of added hFcRnECD, and the y-axis
corresponds to the A450 measured after development.
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Analysis of the Selected Affibody Molecules by Circular Dichroism
Spectroscopy. The melting temperature of the affibody molecules
as measured by circular dichroism spectroscopy, ranged from 49 to
59 °C (Table 1). Spectra from 250 to 195 nm were also collected
before and after heating to 90 °C (Fig. S2). These were highly
similar, suggesting reversible protein folding after heat denaturation.

Binding to the Human and Mouse Orthologs of Full-Length FcRn on
Cells.HeLa cells expressing the human or murine orthologs of FcRn
as a fusion to eGFP with varying eGFP/FcRn expression (Fig. S3)
level were constructed previously (20). The cells were incubated
with CF647-labeled ZFcRn_4, ZFcRn_16, or ZFcRn_2 at pH 6.0, fol-
lowed by flow cytometry analysis (Fig. 3). The intensity of the
affibody signal increased with increasing amounts of FcRn on the
target cell; that is, cells with a higher eGFP/FcRn signal had
a higher CF647/affibody signal. All three affibody molecules were
found to bind to both the human and the murine orthologs of FcRn.

Construction of Fusion Proteins and Biochemical Characterization. In
preparation for in vivo analysis, ZFcRn_4, ZFcRn_16, and ZFcRn_2
were subcloned and expressed in the format ZFcRn-ABD-ZTaq,
where ZFcRn is the FcRn-binding affibody molecule, ZTaq is a
model protein (an affibody molecule binding to DNA poly-
merase from Thermus aquaticus), and ABD is a deimmunized
high-affinity ABD (23, 24). A control fusion protein, ZTaq-ABD,
was constructed as well. Biosensor analysis of the affinity be-
tween the fusion proteins and hFcRn showed an approximately
fourfold weaker interaction compared with the affinity between
the free ZFcRn domains and hFcRn.
For investigating possible cooperativity between ZFcRn and

ABD/SA when binding to FcRn, the fusion proteins were
injected over surfaces with immobilized human or murine FcRn
in the absence or presence of SA (Fig. 4). At pH 6.0, the fusion
proteins can bind to hFcRn and mFcRn in both the presence and
the absence of SA. The difference in off-rate for the interactions
between the fusion proteins and murine FcRn was two orders of
magnitude lower in the presence of mouse SA (MSA), indicating
cooperativity between ZFcRn and ABD/SA in the interaction
(Table 2). The difference in off-rate for the interactions between
the fusion proteins and human FcRn was only marginally slower
in the presence of HSA, indicating cooperativity in this case as
well, but to a much lesser extent.
For both receptors, the equilibrium responses were clearly

higher in the presence of SA, indicating that it is the complex of
the fusion protein and SA that is interacting with FcRn, not just
the fusion protein by itself. In addition, free SA did not interact
with the receptor at the concentration used (200 nM), further
supporting that it is the complex and not free SA that is inter-
acting (Fig. S4) (20). At pH 7.4, no interaction between the
fusion proteins and hFcRn or mFcRn was observed at the con-
centration used (Fig. 4). As expected, the control, ZTaq-ABD,
did not interact with human or murine FcRn at the concen-
trations used (Fig. S4).

Serum Circulation Half-Life Extension by the Affibody Molecules.
Even though the affibody molecules were selected to bind to
the human ortholog of FcRn, the reactivity to the murine

ortholog allowed evaluation of half-life extension in mice. The
three ZFcRn-ABD-ZTaq fusion proteins and the control were
injected into mice, and serum concentrations were measured at
different time points. ABD fusion proteins have been shown to
have a long circulation half-life caused by ABD binding to SA,
followed by FcRn-mediated rescue from lysosomal degradation
(25, 26). In agreement with the previous results, the terminal
half-life of ZTaq-ABD was ∼33 h. This half-life is also compa-
rable to the half-life of MSA (35 h). The terminal half-lives of
the constructs containing ZFcRn_4, ZFcRn_16, or ZFcRn_2 were
1.8- to 2.7-fold longer than the half-life of the control protein
(Fig. 5). The calculated terminal half-lives were 91 h for
ZFcRn_16, 73 h for ZFcRn_4, and 61 h for ZFcRn_2, demonstrating
that the FcRn-binding affibody molecules contribute to exten-
sion of the half-life, and that the combination with ABD yields
a significantly longer half-life compared with the half-life ex-
tension achieved by ABD alone.

Discussion
Taking advantage of FcRn-mediated recycling is an efficient way
to prolong the half-lives of biological molecules, and has been
a topic of intense study in recent years. Successful fusion part-
ners for extending the half-life include the Fc part of IgG, SA,
and SA-binding proteins. Recently, short peptides interacting
directly with FcRn were described (27). These peptides were
found to allow FcRn-based recycling of an attached protein by
FcRn-overexpressing cells in vitro. It is presently not known

Table 1. Characterization of affibody molecules

Affibody
molecule

Affinity for
hFcRn, nM

Affinity for
mFcRn, nM Melting

temperature,
°CpH 6.0 pH 7.4 pH 6.0 pH 7.4

ZFcRn_4 50 >1,000 350 >5,000 58
ZFcRn_16 14 >500 95 >500 59
ZFcRn_2 12 >500 90 >500 49

Fig. 2. Off-rate analysis of the interaction between affibody molecules and
hFcRnECD by surface plasmon resonance. Affibody molecules were injected
over a flow cell with immobilized hFcRnECD at pH 6.0, followed by immediate
injection of buffer with pH 6.0 (solid line) or 7.4 (dashed line). (A) ZFcRn_4. (B)
ZFcRn_16. (C) ZFcRn_2.
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whether these peptides are also able to extend the serum half-life
of a fused protein in vivo.
The most widely studied class of proteins using FcRn-

mediated recycling is IgG. It has been found that, on average, a
small fraction of IgG fails to be recycled by FcRn in each endocytosis
event and is subsequently degraded (28). This realization led to
the development of therapeutic mAbs with enhanced affinity for
FcRn at pH 6, with significantly extended half-life compared
with natural IgG (29–31). These mAbs compete favorably with
endogenous IgG for FcRn rescue and thus have a lower proba-
bility of becoming degraded. Conflicting findings have been
published, however, in which an increase in affinity at pH 6 was
not accompanied by an extended half-life (32). It has been sug-
gested that half-life extension is instead dependent on the
combination of several parameters, including favorable compe-
tition at lower pH (after endocytosis) and very low affinity at
pH 7.4 (33). The results of the present study tend to support this
suggestion. We found that the fusion protein containing ZFcRn_4
had a longer terminal half-life than the protein containing
ZFcRn_2 even though ZFcRn_2 had a higher affinity for mFcRnECD
at pH 6.0 (Table 1). At pH 7.4, ZFcRn_4 had a considerably lower
affinity for mFcRnECD than ZFcRn_2, which could explain why the
fusion protein containing ZFcRn_4 had a longer serum half-life
than the fusion protein containing ZFcRn_2.
A conserved sequence motif was seen in ZFcRn_2, ZFcRn_4, and

ZFcRn_16 (Table S2), which included two histidines in positions
14 and 32. Histidine is the only amino acid that normally changes
its protonation state in the relevant pH interval, and thus a pos-
sible explanation for the large difference in affinity at pH 6.0 and
7.4 could be that one or both histidines are involved in the in-
teraction and change their protonation state with changes in pH.
Also, histidines are known to be important for the pH-dependent
interaction between IgG or SA and FcRn (6, 34, 35).
Three FcRn-binding affibody variants were evaluated in vivo.

This was done in the context of a fusion protein consisting of an
FcRn-specific affibody variant genetically fused to a high-affinity
ABD and the model protein ZTaq. This setup allowed for a direct
comparison with previous data with the ABD (26). In vivo, ABD
will associate with SA to make the fusion protein complex suf-
ficiently large to avoid renal clearance and will increase the
half-life by FcRn-mediated recycling. This led to a half-life ex-
tension from less than 1 h for the model protein to up to 33 h.
The addition of FcRn-binding affibody molecules to this already

half-life–extended fusion protein led to a nearly threefold further
increase in serum circulation time. How much of the increased
half-life is a consequence of the individual domains (FcRn-
binding affibody molecule or ABD) and how much is a conse-
quence of a potential cooperativity when interacting with FcRn is
not known; however, surface plasmon resonance analysis re-
vealed cooperativity between ZFcRn and ABD (through SA),
which might be present in vivo as well (Fig. 4). The cooperativity
is dependent on the concentration of FcRn, and because the
local concentration of FcRn in the endosomes is not known, the
contribution of the cooperativity in vivo cannot be quantified.
Nonetheless, the half-life disparity among the fusion proteins
demonstrates that the FcRn-binding affibody molecules con-
tribute significantly to the half-life extension. There likely is
room for further improvement in half-life of the ZFcRn-ABD
fusion tag, at least to that of Fc-engineered IgGs, which might
not be the upper limit.
In conclusion, we have used phage display technology with

functional pH elution (binding at pH 5.5 and elution at pH 2.2 or
8.0) to isolate affibody variants with specific pH-dependent
binding to FcRn. The variants were found to bind to the full-
length versions of both the human and murine orthologs. The
best-performing variant could increase the serum circulation
half-life of a model protein, already engineered for an extended
half-life, by close to threefold. We envision that affibody mole-
cules, such as those described in this work, as well as ABDs
described previously, can be coupled in a modular fashion to
endow biopharmaceuticals with desired FcRn-mediated func-
tions, such as an extended half-life.

Materials and Methods
Selection of Affibody Molecules. The ectodomain of human FcRn (hFcRnECD)
(20), produced in SKOV-3 cells, was biotinylated by EZ-Link Sulfo-NHS-LC-
Biotin (Thermo Scientific) and used as a target for the selection of affi-
body molecules. The selections were performed by four rounds of bio-
panning, allowing phages to bind in selection buffer (100 mM sodium
phosphate pH 5.5, 150 mM sodium chloride, 0.1% Tween-20, and 0.1%
gelatin) in the presence or absence of 1.5 μM HSA. Elution was performed
at pH 8.0 (100 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM sodium chloride) or at pH
2.2 (50 mM glycin-HCl). The DNA sequences of enriched clones were de-
termined, and the corresponding amino acid sequences were clustered
based on sequence similarity using an average-link hierarchical clustering
method (36).

Protein Production from the Phagemid Vector and ELISA. The clones were
directly expressed from the phagemid vector as an N-terminal fusion to ABD.
The clones were expressed in 1 mL of cultures in Escherichia coli at 37 °C and
the protein accumulated in the periplasmic space after induction with 1 mM
isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The periplasmic fractions of
the cultures were released by freeze-thawing and the interactions with
hFcRnECD, β2m, and hIgG were investigated by ELISA using standard tech-
niques. In brief, a goat anti-ABD antibody (in-house produced) at a concen-
tration of 2 μg/mL was immobilized in the bottom of a multiwell plate,
followed by capture of the expressed affibody variant from the periplasmic

Table 2. Analysis of the apparent off-rate and in vivo half-lives
of the fusion proteins

Fusion protein

koff hFcRn, s
−1* koff mFcRn, s−1†

In vivo
half-life, h−HSA +HSA −MSA +MSA

ZFcRn_4-ABD-ZTaq 0.2 0.05 —
‡ 0.006 73

ZFcRn_16-ABD-ZTaq 0.04 0.02 0.3 0.006 91
ZFcRn_2-ABD-ZTaq 0.03 0.02 0.2 0.006 61
ZTaq-ABD NB NB NB NB 33

NB, not binding.
*The analysis was performed in the presence or absence of HSA.
†The analysis was performed in the presence or absence of MSA.
‡The off-rate was too fast to be measured with the current setup.

Fig. 3. Flow cytometry analysis of affibody molecules binding the human
and murine orthologs of FcRn. HeLa cells expressing hFcRn-eGFP or
mFcRn-eGFP was permeabilized and stained with CF647-labeled affibody
molecules. The cells were analyzed by flow cytometry, and CF647 fluo-
rescence was plotted on the y-axis as a function of eGFP fluorescence on
the x-axis.
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extracts. For affinity ranking, a dilution series (1:3 dilution from 2 μg/mL to
0.3 ng/mL) of biotinylated hFcRnECD was added to the wells. For specificity
analysis, biotinylated hβ2m (5 μg/mL) or hIgG (5 μg/mL) was added to the
wells. The ELISAs were developed by HRP-conjugated streptavidin (1:30,000;
Thermo Scientific) and substrate (Thermo Scientific), followed by measure-
ment of A450.

Subcloning and Expression of Affibody Molecules. Sixteen affibody variants
were subcloned and produced under control of the T7-promoter as single
domains with an N-terminal His6-tag in E. coli BL21(DE3) at 37 °C. The affi-
body molecules were subsequently purified by immobilized metal-ion af-
finity chromatography using His GraviTrap columns (GE Healthcare) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s protocol. ZFcRn_4, ZFcRn_16, and ZFcRn_2 were
also subcloned as fusions to a high-affinity ABD (23) and ZTaq (37) with (G4S)4
linkers connecting the domains, resulting in fusion proteins with the format
ZFcRn-ABD-ZTaq. During the subcloning, the two N-terminal amino acids in
the FcRn-binding affibody molecules were changed from VD to AE. The
control was constructed similarly and consisted of ZTaq and ABD connected
by a (G4S)4 linker. The fusion proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) at
37 °C after induction by 1 mM IPTG and were purified by affinity chroma-
tography. After purification, potential residual endotoxins were removed by
passing the proteins through 1-mL EndoTrap red columns (Hyglos), accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s protocol.

In Vitro Characterization of Proteins. Themolecular masses of all proteins were
analyzed with an Agilent 1100 LC-MSD, and data agreed with the expected
molecular masses. Circular dichroism spectra of ZFcRn_4, ZFcRn_16, and ZFcRn_2
were collected at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL in PBS on a Jasco J-810
spectropolarimeter. Each sample was analyzed from 195 to 250 nm at 20 °C,
before and after variable temperature measurement (VTM). The VTM was
performed by measuring the ellipticity at 221 nm, during heating from 20 to
90 °C with a temperature gradient of 5 °C/min.

The affinity of the interactions between the human and murine FcRnECD

and the affibody molecules, expressed as monomers with a His6 tag or as
fusion to ABD and ZTaq, were measured by biosensor analysis on a Biacore
3000 instrument (GE Healthcare). Human and murine FcRnECD was immo-
bilized on separate flow cells on a CM5 chip in acetate buffer at pH 4.65.
The immobilization level was ∼500 RU for experiments with the fusion
proteins and ∼2,000 RU for experiments with the affibody monomers.
Reference flow cells were created by activation and deactivation.
McIlvaine’s phosphate-citrate buffer (pH 6.0 or 7.4), supplemented with

0.005% Tween-20, was used as running buffer and for dilution of the
analytes. All analyses were performed at 25 °C with a flow rate of 50 μL/min.
The affinity constants were determined by injecting a dilution series from
1,024 nM to 0.5 nM (pH 6.0) or from 10,240 nM to 5 nM (pH 7.4). The af-
finities were derived using GraphPad Prism 5 software, using a one-site
binding saturation model.

For off-rate analysis of monomeric constructs, the proteins were injected
in running buffer (pH 6.0), followed by injection of buffer at pH 6.0 (running
buffer) or buffer at pH 7.4 (McIlvaine’s phosphate-citrate buffer, pH 7.4,
supplemented with 0.005% Tween-20) using the coinject procedure.

For cooperativity analysis (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4), 100 nM fusion protein was
injected with or without previous incubation (4 h) with 200 nM HSA or MSA
over the flow cells with immobilized human or murine FcRnECD, respectively.
The off-rates were calculated using GraphPad Prism 5 software.

Binding of the affibody molecules to full-length human and murine FcRn,
expressed as fusion to eGFP in HeLa cells (20), was investigated by flow
cytometry. Direct labeling of the affibody molecules with CF647 (Sigma-
Aldrich) was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were
detached by trypsination and were fixed with 50 μL of formaldehyde (2%;
Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 10 min at room temperature, followed by staining
of ∼100,000 cells/sample with the labeled variants in PBS containing 0.1%
saponin at pH 6.0. A total of 10,000 cells/sample were analyzed in a Gallios
flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter), and the data were analyzed using Kaluza
software (Beckman Coulter).

In Vivo Analysis of Fusion Proteins. The study was reviewed and approved by
the regional animal experimental ethics committee in Stockholm (North)
and performed by Adlego AB. The affibody variants as fusions to ABD and
ZTaq were administered i.v. to male NMRI mice (Charles River) at a dose of
92 nmol/kg body weight. Sera from groups of three mice per time point
were obtained at 0.08, 6, 18, 78, 120, and 168 h. The concentration of
each affibody variant was determined by ELISA. Half-area 96-well ELISA
plates (Corning) were coated with a goat anti-affibody antibody, fol-
lowed by the addition of sera samples diluted 1:100–1:100 000. Bound
affibody variants were detected with rabbit anti-ABD IgG (4 μg/mL;
Affibody AB), followed by an HRP-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit anti-
body (1:20,000; Jackson Laboratories). The wells were developed by
ImmunoPure TMB substrate (Pierce) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol, and A450 was determined. The concentration of the fusion
proteins was determined by comparing the A450 of the samples with the
A450 obtained from standard curves using the pure proteins of known
concentration. The concentrations in the serum samples were then plot-
ted as their natural logarithms against time. The resulting curves fol-
lowed a two-compartment model, and the terminal half-life was calculated
from the slopes.
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Fig. 4. Surface plasmon resonance analysis of the interaction between the
fusion proteins and FcRnECD. Fusion proteins were injected with or without
incubation for 4 h with SA at pH 6.0 or 7.4. HSA or MSA was used, depending
on the origin of FcRnECD.

Fig. 5. Measurement of the half-life of the fusion proteins in vivo. The
constructs were i.v. injected into mice at time 0, and groups of three mice
were euthanized at different time points. The concentration of fusion
protein in serum samples was determined by ELISA and plotted on the
y-axis as a function of time after injection on the x-axis. Error bars cor-
respond to 1 SD.
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